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Following the collapse of the Roman Empire at the
beginning of the 5th century man's concern was primarily
focused upon security and stability, whilst art and science
were neglected.  For two hundred years all progress
stagnated in the wake of barbarian invasions and the
resulting lack of maintenance of public works, such as dams,
aqueducts and bridges.  With the advent of Islam in the 7th
century a new type of society emerged, which quickly
established its supremacy and its constructive identity in
large sections of the known world.  The citizen, whether
Muslim or not, soon became confident in the future stability
of his environment, so that trade not only reached its
previous levels but also began to expand.

In an empire that stretched from the Pyrenees to India, security of communications
was vital.  The resultant priority given to safety of travel provided a stimulus to trade. 
There followed a rapid expansion of commerce in which the economic strengths of the
Sassanid[1], Byzantine, Syrian and western Mediterranean areas were united.  The
establishment of an efficient fiscal system meant that the state could now invest in large
public works projects: mosques, schools (madrasas), public baths, palaces, markets and
hospitals.  Princes and merchants became patrons of intellectual and scientific
development.  Trusts (waqf) were created to provide better education.

This sponsorship engendered a creative enthusiasm and a flowering of scientific works
and scholarly research.  The world in effect became greater as mathematicians,
geographers, astronomers and philosophers all contributed to a gradual but definite
extension of the horizons of man's existence.   The dividend of all this expenditure on
learning made an immense contribution to the sum of the increase in man's scientific
knowledge that occurred between the 9th and the 16th centuries.

Foremost in the achievements of Muslim scholars was the treatment of numbers.  It is
impossible to conceive how science could have advanced without a sensible logical
numeric system to replace the clumsy numerals of the Roman Empire. Fortunately, by the
9th century the Muslim world was using the Arabic system of numerals with the essential
addition of the zero.  Without the latter, it was impossible to know what power of ten
accompanied each digit.  Hence 2 3 might mean 23, 230 or 203.  The introduction of this
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numeric system with its zero was thus the 'sesame' of scientific advancement.
The new numeric system did not only affect science.  Its value was manifest in many

aspects of daily life, from the calculation of customs dues, taxes, almsgiving (zakat) and
transport charges, to the complexity of divisions of inheritance.  A further useful
innovation was the mine of separation in fractions, which eliminated many frustrating
confusions.

Islamic civilization produced from roughly 750 CE to 1450 CE a succession of
scientists, astronomers, geographers and mathematicians from the inventor of Algebra to
the discoverer of the solution of quadratic equations[2].   The list is far reaching, some
are well known whilst others remain anonymous.  One of the major advances was
contained in the work of Al-Khawarizmi[3], who wrote a mathematical work called
"Al-Jabr wa Al-Muqabala" (820 CE)
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